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Applications may be returned to a Deputy (Director) of the “ASSOCIATION DES ACADIENS-MÉTIS SOURIQUOIS 

(AAMS)” or sent to the AAMS Genealogy Committee:   

                                 

                                Paul Tufts, P.O. Box 92, Hebron, Nova Scotia, B5A 5Z7 

 

****************** OR ************************************************** 

 

                             Raymond Muise, 10 Doane Street, Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, B5A 3V4 

 
 

PHOTO INFORMATION 
 

You must include with your application two (2) coloured photos that are at least 1.25 inches (32 mm) in height and 1 inch 

(25 mm) in width; to show your face and shoulders for identity purposes on your membership card.  Slightly larger photos 

are recommended.  Many applicants send passport-like photos. 
 

Digital photos on “Photo Paper” are acceptable. 

 Photos must be taken against a plain, white or light-coloured background. 

 Photos must only show shoulders and face (with a neutral expression). 

 Photos must show full front view of face with both sides of face showing clearly. 

 Images must be clear and in focus. 

 

FEES 
 

The fee to become a Regular Member of AAMS is presently at a total of $ 35.00 

 This amount includes a one-time administration fee of $ 15.00 

 It also includes an annual membership fee that is presently set at $ 20.00 

Please include a money order or cheque for a total of $ 35.00, made payable to:  ASSOCIATION DES  

ACADIENS-MÉTIS SOURIQUOIS    or    A.A.M.S. 

 

SIGNATURE INFORMATION 
 

You must sign your regular signature in two (2) different spaces marked below as:  Signature # 1 and Signature # 2. 
 

IMPORTANT 

Signature # 2 goes inside of a “signature box” and it MUST NOT exceed or touch the inner limits of the box.  This 

signature will be placed on your membership card. 

 

 
 

                                                                                                                            Date                 /               /                                

APPLICANT'S SIGNATURE # 1                                                                                 Day          Month           Year 

 

 

 

 

APPLICANT'S SIGNATURE # 2 (Must not touch or exceed the inner limits of the signature box) 

 

 

 
 

                                   


